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(e intrinsic endpoint effect of empirical mode decomposition (EMD) will lead to serious divergence of the intrinsic mode
function (IMF) at the endpoint, which will lead to the distortion of IMF and affect the decomposition accuracy of EMD. In view of
this phenomenon, an EMD endpoint effect suppression method based on boundary local feature scale adaptive matching
extension was proposed. (is method can consider both the change trend of the signal at the endpoint and the change rule of the
signal inside. (e simulation results showed that the proposed method had better suppression effect on the intrinsic endpoint
effect of EMD than the traditional EMD endpoint effect suppression method and achieved high-precision IMF. (e endpoint
effect suppression method of EMD based on boundary local feature scale adaptive matching extension was used to process the
actual blasting seismic signal. (e decomposition results showed that the method can effectively suppress the endpoint effect of
EMD of blasting seismic signal and are helpful to extract the detailed characteristic parameters of blasting seismic signal.

1. Introduction

(e endpoint effect is an unavoidable problem in most
signal-processing methods. Empirical mode decomposition
(EMD) [1] has been widely used as an adaptive algorithm
that decomposes according to the characteristics of the data
itself, so it is extremely important to solve the problem of
endpoint effect of EMD [2–4].

Some methods have been put forward to solve the
problem of endpoint effect of EMD, such as extremum
extension method [5] and polynomial fitting extension
method [6], which focus on the local change trend of signal
endpoint but ignore the global signal feature.(ere are also a
few methods that consider the global signal feature but
ignore the change trend of signal endpoint [7].

In view of the above research status, an EMD endpoint
effect suppression method based on boundary local feature
scale adaptive matching extension is proposed, which can

combine the local change trend of the signal endpoint with
the feature of the original global signal itself. Compared with
the traditional methods, this method has better effect and
higher signal decomposition accuracy after it is processed by
this method. (rough the analysis of the simulation signal
and the actual signal, it is proved that this method can not
only effectively suppress the endpoint effect but also accu-
rately extract signal feature parameters [8–11].

2. The Principle of Endpoint Effect

(e intrinsic mode function (IMF) [12, 13] of the signal
obtained by EMD needs to be screened many times. (e
essence of screening is to calculate the local mean value of
the signal according to the upper envelope determined by all
maximum points of the signal and the lower envelope de-
termined by all minimum points of signal [14, 15]. However,
the endpoint of the signal cannot be at the maximum or
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minimum at the same time, and it is not necessarily the
extreme point. (erefore, the upper and lower envelope may
diverge at the endpoint, which distorts the EMD result
[16, 17].

3. The Principle of Boundary Local Feature
Scale Adaptive Matching Extension EMD
Endpoint Effect Suppression Method

(e boundary local feature scale adaptive matching exten-
sion EMD endpoint effect suppression method consists of
two parts. (e first part is boundary local feature scale
extension (BLFSE), which considering the variation trend of
the signal endpoint amplitude and the internal relationship
between the global time of the signal and the interval re-
lationship between the global time of the signal and the time
interval the endpoint. (e second part is adaptive matching,
finding the time series with the highest matching degree in
the global signal according to the extended local feature
scale.

Taking the “boundary local feature scale” as the refer-
ence, a time series with the highest matching degree with
“boundary local feature scale” will be found in the global
signal, which is the result of the “boundary local feature scale
adaptive matching extension EMD endpoint effect sup-
pressionmethod.” Figure 1 shows the specific operation flow
of the EMD endpoint effect suppression method based on
the boundary local feature scale adaptive matching
extension.

3.1. )e Principle of Boundary Local Feature Scale Extension.
(e change trend of the signal is not only reflected at the
endpoints but also reflected inside the signal [18, 19].
(erefore, there is an inherent connection between the
global time of the signal and the interval time of the end-
points. According to this connection, time parameters
corresponding to a maximum value point and a minimum
value point can be calculated at the left and right endpoint of
the signal. By importing the time parameters into the
polynomial established by the maximum (minimum) value
point of the endpoint, the amplitude parameters corre-
sponding to the maximum (minimum) value point can be
obtained.

3.1.1. )e Time Parameter of the Boundary Local Feature
Scale Extension. Take the left endpoint of the signal as an
example, find the occurrence time of all the maximum points
of the signal, and record them as tmax1, tmax2, . . ., tmaxi
(i� 1,2,3, . . .,M). In the same way, find the occurrence time
of all the minimum points of the signal and record them as
tmin1, tmin2, . . ., tmini (i� 1,2,3, . . ., N). (e maximum and
minimum points which need to be extended are recorded as
tmax0 and tmin0, respectively. (e calculation of tmax0 and
tmin0 are divided into the following four cases.

Case 1: tmax1< tmin1∩tmaxM< tminN, M�N; tmin0 and
tmax0 are solved with equations (1) and (2), respectively:

tmin 0 �


N−1
i�1 tmax i+1 − tmin i( 

N − 1
− tmax 1,

(1)

tmax 0 �


N
i�1 tmin i − tmax i( 

N
+ tmin 0. (2)

Case 2: tmax1< tmin1∩tmaxM> tminN, M�N+ 1; tmax0 is
solved with the same equation (2) and tmin0 is solved
with

tmin 0 �


N
i�1 tmax i+1 − tmin i( 

N
− tmax 1. (3)

Case 3: tmax1> tmin1∩tmaxM> tminN, M�N; tmin0 and
tmax0 are solved with equation (4) and equation (5),
respectively:

tmin 0 �


N
i�1 tmax i − tmin i( 

N
+ tmax 0, (4)

tmax 0 �


N−1
i�1 tmin i+1 − tmax i( 

N − 1
− tmin 1.

(5)

Case 4: tmax1> tmin1∩tmaxM< tminN, M�N− 1; tmax0 is
solved with the same equation (5), and tmin0 is solved
with

tmin 0 �


N−1
i�1 tmax i − tmin i( 

N − 1
+ tmax 0. (6)

3.1.2. )e Amplitude Parameter of the Boundary Local
Feature Scale Extension. Take the left endpoint of the signal
as an example, find all the amplitudes corresponding to the
occurrence time of the maximum value points of the signal,
and record them as xmax1, xmax2, . . ., xmaxi (i� 1,2,3, . . ., M).
In the same way, find all the amplitudes corresponding to the
occurrence time of the minimum value points of the signal
and record them as xmin1, xmin2,. . ., xmini (i� 1,2,3, . . ., N).
According to the amplitude variation trend near the end-
point, a maximum value point and a minimum value point
near the left endpoint are extended.

(e specific steps of the boundary local feature scale
extension are as follows:

Step 1: take maximum points closest to the left end-
point of the signal, i.e., xmax1, xmax2, . . ., xmaxa.(e value
of a is related to the sample size.
Step 2: polynomial fit is xmax1, xmax2, . . ., xmaxa. (en,
(tmax0, xmax0) can be obtained by taking tmax0 obtained
in Section 3.1.1 into the fitting formula in “Step 1.”

Similarly, (tmin0, xmin0) can be obtained.

3.2. )e Principle of Adaptive Matching. (e trend of the
signal is reflected in the endpoint and in the whole signal.
(erefore, it is possible to find a curve within the signal that
has the highest matching degree with the “boundary local
feature scale extension” obtained in Section 3.1.

Specific steps of adaptive matching are as follows:
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Step 1: take a time series that includes 6 extreme points,
which contains the left point continuation results
(tmax0, xmax0) and (tmin0, xmin0) and the two closest
maximum and minimum value points (tmax1, xmax1),
(tmin1, xmin1), (tmax2, xmax2), and (tmin2, xmin2). Record
this time series as l0, which contains k sampling points.
Step 2: divide the original signal into n time series with
the number of sampling points k and record them as l1,
l2, l3, ...li ... ln (i� 0, 1, 2, ..., n).
Step 3: calculate the adaptive matching coefficient
(adaptive matching, ξam) [7] and find out li (i� 0 1 2...n)
with the highest matching degree with l0. (e adaptive
matching coefficient is calculated in equation (7), where
A�max {xmax0, xmax1, xmax2} and B�max {xmin0, xmin1,
xmin2}. Find the minimum value of the adaptive
matching coefficient, ξammin �min {ξam1, ξam2, ξam3,
. . ., ξamn}; the corresponding li is the desired time series,
which has the highest matching degree with l0:

ξam �

�������������


k
j�1 l0 − li( 

2/k


A − B
. (7)

Step 4: shifting li satisfying the minimum value of ξam to
the position of l0, then carry out EMD.

In summary, the boundary local feature scale adaptive
matching extension EMD endpoint effect suppression
method can be realized by completing the above four steps.

4. Comparative Study of Multiple EMD
Endpoint Effect Suppression Methods for
Simulated Signals

(e simulation signal is used to conduct a comparative study
of multiple EMD endpoint effect suppression methods, and
the correlation coefficient and standard deviation of error
between the IMF and the original signal are analyzed to
evaluate the EMD endpoint effect suppression.

Simulation signal S(t) is composed of three sinusoidal
signals with frequencies of 10Hz, 30Hz, and 60Hz, that is,
S(t)� x1(t) + x2(t) + x3(t), where x1(t)� sin(2× π ×10× t),
x2(t)� sin(2× π × 30× t), and x3(t)� sin(2× π × 60× t).
Sampling point N� 200, sampling time t is 0, π/100, 2π/100,
3π/100....... 2π, that is, on [0, 2π], the middle point is taken
with an interval of π/100.

EMD is performed on S(t) directly, and the IMF is
obtained as shown in Figure 2(a). It can be found that the
two ends of IMF1, IMF2, and IMF3 have different degrees of
divergence.With the decomposition, the divergence of IMF3
is the most serious and tends to develop into the data. (e
decomposition results obtained by boundary local feature
scale adaptive matching extension EMD endpoint effect
suppression method, extremum extension method, and
polynomial fitting method are shown in Figures 2(b)–2(d),
respectively. (e correlation coefficient (rxy) [14] and
standard deviation of error (Dsde) [20] between IMF com-
ponent and corresponding sinusoidal signal are calculated
one by one. (e equations of correlation coefficient and

Find the amplitudes when all the maximum points of the signal
occur, and record them as xmax1, xmax2,…, xmaxi (i = 1,2,3…M)

Find the amplitudeswhen all the minimum points of the signal
occur, and record them as xmin1, xmin2,…, xmini (i = 1,2,3…N)

The six pairs of maximum point coordinates closest to the left
end point are fitted by polynomial. Substituting tmax0 into the

fitted polynomial, we can calculate xmax0

Find the time when all the maximum points of the signal
occur, and record them as tmax1, tmax2,…, tmaxi (i = 1,2,3…M)

Find the time when all the minimum points of the signal
occur, and record them as tmin1, tmin2,…, tmini (i = 1,2,3…N)

According to case1, case2, case3 and case4,tmax0 and tmin0
are calculated.

time parameter of BLFSE amplitude parameter of BLFSE

Taking a time sequence including (tmax0, xmax0),(tmin0, xmin0),(tmax1, xmax1),(tmin1,
xmin1),(tmax2, xmax2) and (tmin2, xmin2), and recording it as l0, l0 contains k sampling points.

Dividing the original signal into n time series with the number of
sampling points k, denoted as l1 l2 l3...ln

Finding out a li (i = 0 1 2...n) with the highest matching degree
with l0, the li corresponding to the minimum value of ξam is required.

Shifting the li satisfying the minimum value of ξam to the 
position of l0, and carry out EMD.

Adaptive matching

Figure 1: Boundary local feature scale adaptive matching extension EMD endpoint effect suppression method operation flow.
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standard deviation of error are shown in equations (8) and
(9), respectively, where N is the number of sampling points,
x corresponds to x1(t), x2(t), and x3(t), and y corresponds to
IMF1, IMF2, and IMF3.(e calculation results are shown in
Table 1.

rxy �


N
i�1 

3
k�1 x

i
k(t) − x(t)  y

i
k(t) − y(t) 

���������������������������������


N
i�1 

3
k�1 xi

k(t) − x(t) 
2

yi
k(t) − y(t) 

 2, (8)

Dsde �

�����������������������


N
i�1 

3
k�1 xi

k(t) − yi
k(t)(  

2

N



. (9)

(e following conclusions can be drawn from Figure 2
and Table 1:

(1) (e three IMF components obtained by the
boundary local feature scale adaptive matching ex-
tension EMD endpoint effect suppression method
reflects the three sinusoidal signals contained in S(t)

and has high correlation and small error with the
corresponding sinusoidal signals

(2) (e IMF obtained by the boundary local feature scale
adaptive matching extension EMD endpoint effect
suppression method has the highest accuracy

(3) (e effect of extremum extension method is slightly
better than polynomial fitting method, especially, for
the suppression of low frequency components

By further analysis, the IMF obtained in Figures 2(b)–
2(d) are transformed by Hilbert transform, and the marginal
spectrum-based boundary local feature scale adaptive
matching extension EMD endpoint effect suppression
method, extremum extension method, and polynomial fit-
ting method are obtained, respectively, as shown in
Figures 3(b)–3(d). Figure 3(a) is the marginal spectrum
obtained by direct Hilbert transform of x1(t), x2(t), and x3(t).
In Figure 3, the energy spectral density (ESD) is the ordinate.

It can be seen from Figures 3(b)–3(d) that the marginal
spectral frequencies obtained by the boundary local feature
scale adaptive matching extension EMD endpoint effect
suppression method are 10.15Hz, 30.11Hz, and 60.12Hz,
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Figure 2: Simulation signal decomposition results.
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respectively; the marginal spectral frequencies obtained by
the extremum extension method are 8.91Hz, 28.15Hz, and
59.03Hz, respectively; the marginal spectral frequencies
obtained by the polynomial fitting method are 7.47Hz,
33.38Hz, and 60.12Hz, respectively. (e marginal spectrum
shows the frequency of simple harmonic wave contained in
IMF by different endpoint effect suppression methods. (e
error between the marginal spectrum obtained by the
boundary local feature scale adaptive matching extension

EMD endpoint effect suppression method and the marginal
spectrum obtained by x1(t), x2(t), and x3(t) direct Hilbert
transform is the smallest, which indicates that the boundary
local feature scale adaptive matching extension EMD end-
point effect suppression method can accurately detect the
characteristic frequency contained in S(t). (e results are
consistent with those in Figure 2 and Table 1, which further
shows that the boundary local feature scale adaptive
matching extension EMD endpoint effect suppression

Table 1: Evaluation index of the endpoint effect suppression method.

Evaluating
indicator Boundary local feature scale adaptive matching extension method Extremum extensionmethod Polynomial fitting method

rxy
IMF1 0.9981 0.8969 0.8084
IMF2 0.9979 0.9384 0.7603
IMF3 0.9926 0.6837 0.6051

Dsde

IMF1 0.0081 0.2095 0.2438
IMF2 0.0078 0.1563 0.2763
IMF3 0.0091 0.3319 0.3919
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Figure 3: Marginal spectrum.
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method can effectively suppress the EMD endpoint effect,
realize the extraction of the original signal detail feature
parameters, and obtain high-precision IMF.

5. Application of Boundary Local Feature Scale
Adaptive Matching Extension EMD Endpoint
Effect Suppression Method of Blasting
Seismic Wave Signal

(e development of engineering blasting has greatly im-
proved work efficiency and brought great convenience to the
country’s infrastructure construction. However, the impact of
its seismic effects and air shock waves on the surrounding
environment has become increasingly prominent. (e main
manifestations are destruction and cracking of existing
buildings, slope instability and collapse, and fear of humans
and animals. Among them, blasting seismic effect is con-
sidered to be the primary hazard of engineering blasting [21].

Especially, in the construction urban blasting engi-
neering, the impact of blasting seismic effects on sur-
rounding buildings is more prominent. Based on the
blasting excavation project of the water intake tank of
Huanghuayuan Bridge in Chongqing, the length of the water
intake tank is 135m, the upper and bottom width is 69m,
and the lower and lower width is 24m.(e layout plan of the
blasting site is shown in Figure 4. It can be seen in Figure 4
that there is a residential building 82 meters away from the
water intake tank. (e residential building is the key
monitoring object of this blasting construction, with 7 floors
above the ground.(e TC-4850 intelligent blasting vibration
instrument is used to monitor the building.(e layout of the
measuring points is shown in Figure 5. Only the layout of the
measuring points of the first floor is shown here, and the
other floors are the same as the first floor.

(e impact of the blasting seismic effect on surrounding
buildings is studied through the EMD method. (e
boundary local feature scale adaptive matching extension

84m
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one

Huanghuayuan bridge 82
m

Pier
two

Blasting area

Residential building

Monitoring point

Figure 4: Blasting construction environment diagram.
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Figure 5: Layout of measuring points of houses.
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method is studied to suppress the EMD endpoint effect of
the blasting seismic wave signal.

In the monitoring results, a typical seismic wave signal is
selected as the research object, as shown in Figure 6. (e
sampling frequency of the signal is 4000 sps. According to
the Nyquist sampling theorem [22], the Nyquist frequency
of the measured blasting seismic wave signal is 2000Hz,
including 4096 sampling points.

(e signal in Figure 6 is decomposed by the boundary
local feature scale adaptive matching extension EMD end-
point effect suppression method. (e decomposition results
are shown in Figure 7(a). It can be found from Figure 7(a)
that there is only slight divergence at the right end of IMF4,

and the endpoint effect suppression of other components is
well controlled. Further analysis is carried out to calculate
the marginal spectrum of each IMF. (e calculation results
are shown in Figure 7(b). It can be found that each IMF
carries a set of specific frequency signals of the blasting
seismic wave signal, which once again shows that the
boundary local feature scale adaptive matching extension
EMD endpoint effect suppression method can realize the
accurate extraction of signal feature parameters. (e total
marginal spectrum of the signal, as shown in Figure 8, is
further obtained. Figure 8 shows that the energy of the
underwater drilling blasting seismic wave is mainly con-
centrated in 0∼50Hz, which is consistent with the
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Figure 6: Seismic wave monitoring signal.
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Figure 7: Seismic wave-monitoring signal decomposition diagram.
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conclusion drawn by [23]. (e dominant frequency of the
signal is the frequency corresponding to the maximum
energy density [24], so the dominant frequency of this signal
is 14.286Hz. When the frequency of blasting seismic wave is
the same as the natural frequency of the residential building,
the amplitude of the structure will reach the maximum, thus
inducing resonance harm.

(rough the finite element analysis software of YJK, the
three-dimensional model of the residential building is ob-
tained, as shown in Figure 9, and the natural vibration
frequency of the house is calculated. (e natural vibration
frequency of the first eight-order formation of the residential
building is shown in Table 2. It can be found from the

analysis of Table 2 that the second-order formation of the
residential building is 13.806Hz, and the dominant fre-
quency of this blasting is 14.286Hz, which are very close to
each other. (erefore, the seismic wave generated by the
blasting is very likely to cause the resonance of the residential
building.

(erefore, the corresponding control measures must be
taken in the actual construction to ensure the safety of the
residential building. (e conclusion also shows that the
method proposed in this paper is not only helpful to sup-
press the EMD endpoint effect and obtain higher precision
IMF but also can accurately extract the frequency parameters
contained in the blasting seismic wave, which is helpful to
control blasting vibration and provide basis for formulating
scientific antiseismic measures.

6. Conclusions

(1) (e boundary local feature scale adaptive matching
extension method not only considers the local
change trend of the signal at the endpoint but also
retains the unique internal attributes of the signal
through the global search ability of “adaptive
matching,” so as to retain the authenticity of the
original signal to the greatest extent
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Figure 8: (e total marginal spectrum of the signal.

Figure 9: (ree-dimensional model diagram of the residential building.

Table 2: (e natural frequency corresponding to the first eight-
order mode shape (unit: Hz).

Array Natural frequency
1 8.234
2 13.806
3 18.806
4 25.023
5 29.920
6 32.156
7 42.714
8 44.976
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(2) By comparing the decomposition results of simu-
lation signals, it is found that the boundary local
feature scale adaptive matching extension EMD
endpoint effect suppression method can effectively
suppress the EMD endpoint effect and obtain higher
accuracy IMF

(3) (e frequency energy information contained in the
blasting seismic wave can be effectively extracted
from the marginal spectrum of the IMF obtained by
the boundary local feature scale adaptive matching
extension EMD endpoint effect suppression method,
which is helpful to identify the characteristic pa-
rameters of blasting seismic wave signal and control
blasting vibration
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